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PREFACE
It gives me great pleasure in presenting the Question Bank for Open Text Based Assessment
(OTBA) for Class IX Science for Summative Assessment (SA) - II. It is in strictly according to the latest
guidelines issued by CBSE (Circular No. CBSE/ACAD./Addl Dir(I & R)/OTBA 2015, dated 23rd
November, 2015) for OTBA to be held with SA-II in March 2016.
The CBSE has short listed text material for class IX in the subject areas of English, Hindi,
Mathematics Science and Social Science. This short listed text is in the form of an article, a case study, a
picture or a cartoon or a problem/situation. The question paper in each main subject will have a separate
section of 10 marks for Open Text Based Assessment (OTBA). The OTBA aims to strengthen students’
analytical and theoretical skills by moving away from the trend of rote learning.
I avail this opportunity to convey my sincere thanks to respected sir, Shri U. N. Khaware,
Additional Commissioner(Acad), KVS Headquarter, New Delhi, respected sir, Shri S. Vijay Kumar, Joint
Commissioner(Admn), KVS Headquarter, New Delhi, respected sir Shri P. V. Sairanga Rao, Deputy
Commissioner(Acad), KVS Headquarter, New Delhi, respected sir Shri. D. Manivannan, Deputy
Commissioner, KVS RO Hyderabad, respected sir Shri Isampal, Deputy Commissioner, KVS RO Bhopal,
respected sir Shri Jagdish Mohan Rawat, Deputy Commissioner, KVS RO Chandigarh, respected sir Shri
P. Deva Kumar, Deputy Commissioner, KVS RO Bangalore, respected sir Shri Nagendra Goyal, Deputy
Commissioner, KVS RO Ranchi, respected sir Shri Y. Arun Kumar, Assistant Commissioner(Acad), KVS
Headquarter, New Delhi, respected sir Shri Sirimala Sambanna, Assistant Commissioner, KVS RO
Hyderabad, respected sir Shri. K. L. Nagaraju, Retd-AC, KVS RO Bangalore and respected sir Shri M.K.
Kulshreshtha, Retd-AC, KVS RO Chandigarh for their blessings, motivation and encouragement in
bringing out this project in such an excellent form.
I also extend my special thanks to respected sir Shri. P. S. Raju, Principal, KV Gachibowli,
respected madam Smt. Nirmala Kumari M., Principal, KV Mysore & respected sir Shri. M.
Vishwanatham, Principal, KV Raichur for their kind suggestions and motivation while preparing this
Question Bank. I would like to place on record my thanks to respected sir Shri. P. K. Chandran, Principal,
presently working in KV Bambolim. I have started my career in KVS under his guidance, suggestions and
motivation.
Inspite of my best efforts to make this notes error free, some errors might have gone
unnoticed. I shall be grateful to the students and teacher if the same are brought to my notice. You may
send your valuable suggestions, feedback or queries through email to kumarsir34@gmail.com that would
be verified by me and the corrections would be incorporated in the next year Question Bank.

M. S. KUMARSWAMY
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DEDICATED
TO
MY FATHER

LATE SHRI. M. S. MALLAYYA
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THEME – 1: HANDLING DROUGHT IN OUR COUNTRY
SOME PROBABLE QUESTIONS
1. What is a drought? What it is an issue of serious concern?

(2 marks)

2. List the major famines that happened in India during the 20th century. (2 marks)
3. Which areas in India higher risk of droughts?

(2 marks)

4. What are the main components of Drought Planning Process?

(2 marks)

5. Who is known as “The Water Man of India”, what are his major achievements?
(2 marks)
6. Give the full form of (i) IMD (ii) NRCS
(2 marks)
7. Give the full form of (i) MoEF (ii) CRIDA

(2 marks)

8. Give the full form of (i) NRAA (ii) SAUs

(2 marks)

9. Give the full form of (i) NAIS (ii) IITM

(2 marks)

10. Name any two districts in Maharashtra which are most affected by droughts.
(2 marks)
11. Drought is often referred to as a 'creeping phenomenon'. Comment.

(3 marks)

12. How does 'El Nino' affect the amount of seasonal rainfall in different regions across the
country?
(3 marks)
13. Discuss the drought risk management program developed in our country.
(3 marks)
14. What is the most severe consequence of a drought? Discuss the condition of the Sahel
region of Africa during the years 1968–1974.
(3 marks)
15. What are the current concerns regarding the water management in our country?
(3 marks)
16. What do you understand by the phenomenon of drought? What are the important
characteristics of a drought in a particular area?
(3 marks)
17. What are the effects of drought on Economy?

(2 marks)

18. What is cloud seeding? How much effective is it?

(3 marks)

19. What is the main purpose of Public Distribution System (PDS)?

(3 marks)
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20. What does Risk assessment comprises of?

(3 marks)

21. What are the effects of drought on the environment?

(3 marks)

22. What is a drought? What causes drought?

(3 marks)

23. Does a shortage of rain mean that a drought will occur? Explain

(3 marks)

24. Why doesn't a drought go away when it rains? Explain

(3 marks)

25. Can drought affect the water level in wells? Explain

(3 marks)

26. What is the situation caused by droughts in Maharashtra?

(3 marks)

27. What are the main causes of droughts?

(3 marks)

28. Explain Public Distribution System and Targeted Public Distribution System.
(3 marks)
29. What are the some human factors which leads to droughts?

(3 marks)

30. Excessive irrigation promotes desertification. Explain

(3 marks)

31. Can afforestation help to reduce the drought severity? Explain

(3 marks)

32. How are floods and droughts caused by deforestation and soil erosion? (3 marks)
33. Explain Pioneering Efforts in brief.

(3 marks)

34. Explain Drought Mitigation plan in brief.

(3 marks)

35. What are the effects of drought on human behaviour?

(3 marks)

36. Explain the contribution of Tarun Bharat Singh in Johad?

(3 marks)

37. What comprises the Risk assessment of droughts and how does it help?(3 marks)
38. What programs has been started by the government to manage droughts? (5 marks)
39. How are humans responsible for creating drought conditions and in what ways it affects
use?
(5 marks)
40. Briefly explain the drought planning process and how can it help?
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THEME – 2: CONSERVATION OF WATER BODIES
SOME PROBABLE QUESTIONS
1. Which place in India was given the title of Mini Switzerland? Who had given this title?
(2 marks)
2. Give the full form of (i) CGWB (ii) FAO

(2 marks)

3. State two objectives of rainwater harvesting?

(2 marks)

4. What are two measures of conservation of water resources?

(2 marks)

5. Give four major uses of water.

(2 marks)

6. How water bodies have served various functions to meet water requirements of people?
(2 marks)
7. What are the results of urbanization and sewage?

(2 marks)

8. Give two statistical data showing daily water requirements.

(2 marks)

9. How freshwater is used for various purposes?

(2 marks)

10. Write names of water harvesting structures constructed in past to ease water situation.
(2 marks)
11. Write percentage of water in world and in human body?

(2 marks)

12. Classify the Inland water resources of India.

(2 marks)

13. What is the objective of NRCP?

(2 marks)

14. What is RRR and why it is being set up?

(2 marks)

15. What initiatives have been undertaken by the government to conserve and restore the
water bodies?
(3 marks)
16. What is NPCA? Elaborate the main aim of the establishment of NPCA. (3 marks)
17. What do you understand by undergrould water? Mention two areas where underground
water is abundant.
(3 marks)
18. What causes the rapid depletion and deterioration of freshwater resources nowadays?
(3 marks)
19. Why do you think Ismail Serageldin, the Vice President of the World Bank in 1995,
predicted that in the next century, wars would be over water?
(3 marks)
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20. Give suggestions of conservation of water.

(3 marks)

21. Write a note on GAP.

(3 marks)

22. Write a note on WWAP.

(3 marks)

23. What is the role of government in conserving water bodies?

(3 marks)

24. How NCPA has helped to conserve water bodies?

(3 marks)

25. Give with help of examples reasons in show that there is need for conserving water
bodies.
(3 marks)
26. Write the importance of water bodies.

(3 marks)

27. Why in India, clean water is hard to come?

(3 marks)

28. Explain the reason for water deterioration in urban and rural area in the district of
Tikamgarh.
(3 marks)
29. Explain some traditional methods to save, reuse and renew water.

(3 marks)

30. What is NPCA?

(3 marks)

31. What should the government do to conserve water bodies and water resources?
(5 marks)
32. Explain the sources of water of Tikamgarh district.

(5 marks)

33. How can we effectively conserve, manage, distribute and sustainably use the vaiours
water resources available to us?
34. Give suitable points that how will you conserve water bodies in your area.
(5 marks)
35. Enumerate the different functions of water bodies. What are the consequences of
different anthropogenic activities that may lead to the death of these water bodies?
(5 marks)
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